
What did you think about breakfast?
96 responses



What did you think about dinner?
96 responses



What did you think about the quality of the food ?
96 responses



Was there enough food at the checkpoints ?
96 responses



How was the quality of the food at the checkpoints ?
96 responses



How was the distance between the checkpoints ?
96 responses



Was the hygene ok at the checkpoints ?
96 responses



What about the energy drinks ( taste, quality,…)?
96 responses



Were the toilets in the bivouac ok?
96 responses



How was the massage service ( professional, quality,… ?
96 responses



Was the catering tent ok ( size, hygene, …. ?
96 responses



Was the bicycle park ok ?
96 responses



how was the workspace of our mechanics?
96 responses



what about the efficiency of our mechanics?



what about the intervention speed of our mechanics?



what about the helpfulness of our mechanics?



how was the workspace of our medics?



De efficiëntie van handelen van onze artsen?what about the efficiency of our medics?



De behulpzaamheid van onze artsenwhat about the helpfulness of our medics?



How was the bivouac( tents, size, … ) ?



How was the atmosphere during the event?



What about the lenght of the stages?

Too short
Bit too short
Perfect
Too long
Much too long



what about the difficulty of the different stages?

Too easy
Bit too easy
Perfect
Too difficult
Much too difficult



what about the variation in the different stages?

too little variation
Not enough variation
Perfect
Bit too much variation
too much variation



Are the stages suitable for the race category?

96 responses

Yes
No



What did you think of the timing company?
14 responses



What did you think of the race direction?
14 responses



Wat vond u de van de race rules?
14 responses

What did you think of the race rules



What did you think of the prizes within the race category?

14 responses



What did you think of the use uf the SPOT tracking system?



Should the use of a tracking system be mandatory for everyone?

Yes
No



Did you feel that the slopes were unsafe or too technical?

Yes
No
sometimes



how did communication went before the event? ( social media, mailings, website updates,…



how was the media coverage during the event? ( social media, ranking, website updates, video, pictures….)



what did you think of the extra information day?



what did you think of the BIORACER rocdumaroc outfit? ( comfort, design, etc…)                               



what did you think of the BIORACER webshop? ( service, use, delivery,….)                              



what did you think of the exclusive BRUSSELS AIRLINES charter flight?                                         



what did you think about the hotels? ( comfort, hygene,….)                                



What grade would you give the event in totality?



would you recommend this event to friends and family?

For sure
Maybe
Never 


